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ALGEBRAIC SHIFT EQUIVALENCE AND PRIMITIVE MATRICES

MIKE BOYLE AND DAVID HANDELMAN

Abstract. Motivated by symbolic dynamics, we study the problem, given a

unital subring 5 of the reals, when is a matrix A algebraically shift equivalent

over S to a primitive matrix? We conjecture that simple necessary conditions

on the nonzero spectrum of A are sufficient, and establish the conjecture in

many cases. If S is the integers, we give some lower bounds on sizes of real-

izing primitive matrices. For Dedekind domains, we prove that algebraic shift

equivalence implies algebraic strong shift equivalence.

0. Introduction

Unless specified otherwise, we use S to denote an integral domain; it most

commonly will be a unital subring of the reals and frequently it will be equipped

with the relative ordering, S+ = S n [0, oo). A matrix over S is nonnegative

if all of its entries lie in S+ ; a matrix is primitive if it is square, nonnegative,
and some power is strictly positive. In this paper we consider the following

problem: When is a matrix with entries from S algebraically shift equivalent

to a primitive matrix over S ? This is one piece of the fundamental problem

of understanding the constraints which ordering places on algebraic structure.

Our results in this direction, which we summarize at the end of this section,

are particularly relevant to symbolic dynamics and linear algebra. Our methods

derive from matrix theory, abstract algebra, and symbolic dynamics. We also

give some new results of independent interest for algebraic shift equivalence

and matrix forms.
The problem involves different areas of mathematics and is new, so we will

take some time now to explain it and give some background.

Suppose sf and ¿i§ are endomorphisms in some category. Then sf and

3S are shift equivalent (in that category) if sf = 3§ or there exist a positive

integer / (the lag) and morphisms X and Y such that the following equations

hold:

(0.1) XY = s/',     YX = 3§1,    X3$=sfX,     Ysf=3§Y.

When the lag is one, the equations sf = XY, ¿¡S = YX imply the others.

Shift equivalence is an equivalence relation; in general, lag one shift equiva-

lence is not. The transitive closure of lag one shift equivalence is called strong
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shift equivalence (within the category). Strong shift equivalence implies shift

equivalence. When the morphisms in the category are matrices over S+ or S,

we use italic letters to denote them. In the former case, we say A and B are

shift equivalent or strongly shift equivalent (over S+ ), respectively. When the

morphisms are matrices over S, we say that A and B are algebraically shift

equivalent or algebraically strongly shift equivalent (over S ).

Let S" denote the set of columns of size n with entries from S ; of course,

S" is a free S-module of rank n . These modules are the objects of a category

whose morphisms are ^-module homomorphisms, which we consider as rect-

angular matrices over S. In particular, suppose A is an nxn matrix over S.

Define the direct limit S-module 9(A) as the direct limit of the maps

on    A ^   ç,n    A ^   ç,n    A ^   ç,n    A ^

The elements of 9(A) are the ordered pairs (b, k), where b is an element of

S" and k is a positive integer (describing the level, or copy of S" , in which

b appears), modulo the equivalence relation [b, k] — [b', k'] if there exists

k" > k, k' such that Ak"~kb = Ak"-k'b'. In particular, [Ab, k + 1] = [b, k].
We observe that [b, k] is zero if and only if Amb is the zero column for some

integer m ; since A is nxn (and 5 is a domain), this is equivalent to A"b=0.

The matrix A induces an ¿'-module automorphism of 9(A) by means of A :

[b, k] t-> [Ab, k] ; the inverse map is the shift [b, k] h-> [b, k + 1]. We obtain

the pair (9(A), A) from A, and it is clear from the equations in (0.1) that this

pair is an algebraic shift invariant; this means that if A is algebraically shift

equivalent to B, then there is an S-module isomorphism cp: 9(A) —► 9(B)

such that B<f> = 4>A (in fact, [b, k]A i-> [Yb, k]B will do). Conversely, if such
an isomorphism cp exists, it is not difficult to deduce that A and B must be

algebraically shift equivalent (or shift equivalent).

There is a particularly concrete presentation of the pair (9(A), A). Let F

be the field of fractions of S. If A is an nxn matrix over S, regard A as a

linear transformation of F" . Let V be the image of F" under A" . Let G be

the set of elements in V mapped by some positive power of A into S" . Then

the restriction of A to G is a presentation of (9(A), A).

In particular, when S is a field, the algebraic shift equivalence class of a ma-

trix A over S is just the isomorphism class of the linear transformation which

is the restriction of A to the maximal subspace on which it is nonsingular—

given, for example, by the nonsingular part of the Jordan form of A over C.

For S = R, our problem is closely related to an intractable problem in linear

algebra: When is a matrix similar to a nonnegative matrix? For proper subrings

of R, there are additional complications.

The relations of algebraic shift equivalence and strong shift equivalence were

introduced by Williams [Wl] in his classification of one-dimensional attractors

in dynamical systems. He invented these relations to provide a tractable fi-

nite presentation for automorphisms of inverse limits of tori and other groups;

the direct limit modules above are simply the dual objects to his inverse limit

systems.

Shifts of finite type (SFT) (also called subshifts of finite type, or topologi-

cal Markov chains) are important topological dynamical systems which can be

defined by nonnegative integral matrices. In the enormously influential paper
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[W2], Williams approached the problem of classifying SFT's up to topological

conjugacy by analyzing the shift equivalence and strong shift equivalence of

their defining matrices (over Z+ ). He proved that strong shift equivalence is a

complete invariant of topological conjugacy, and conjectured that shift equiv-

alent nonnegative integral matrices must be strongly shift equivalent. (This

conjecture was refuted, after some 16 years, in the dramatic recent paper of

Kim and Roush [KR3]. However, it remains open in the most important case,

where the shift equivalent matrices are primitive; for some partial results see

[B2], and also several papers of Kim and Roush.)

In any case, understanding shift equivalence remains an essential step in the

classification of SFT's, and it turns out that aspects of shift equivalence are

crucial for analyzing automorphisms and homomorphisms of SFT's (see, for

example, [As, BMT, KMT, KR3]). The algebraic analysis of shift equivalence

naturally begins with not necessarily nonnegative matrices; for primitive matri-

ces (the main case), Parry and Williams [PW] (also see [KR1, Theorem 2.1])

showed that algebraic shift equivalence implies shift equivalence, so there is no

further step. For a classification theory, one wants to know "which" matrices

occur; this is also important for constructions and counterexamples in the the-

ory of coding relations of SFT's. Thus we are led to the problem: Determine

which algebraic shift equivalence classes of integral matrices are realized by

(i.e., contain) a primitive matrix. This is the root of our problem in symbolic

dynamics.

We now recapitulate the two conjectures of [BH], which we hope describe the

solution to our problem. A list of complex numbers (including repetitions) will

be denoted A = (dx, d2, ... , dk). When we say " A is the nonzero spectrum

of a matrix A ", we mean the nonzero part of A is the nonzero part of the

spectrum of A , counting multiplicities. We define trA" = ¿^d" , that is, the

trace of the nth power of the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the

entries of A. Let p denote the Möbius function; i.e., p : N —> {0, ± 1} is given

by

JO if « is divisible by a nontrivial square,

\ (-1)5    if « is square-free with exactly 5 prime divisors.

We define tr„(A) = Yik\n <"(?)tr (^) to ^e tne ntn net tmce °f ^ ■

Spectral Conjecture. Let S be a unital subring of R. The list A is the nonzero

spectrum of a primitive matrix over S if and only if

(1) there exist d = d¡ in A such that d = \d\ > \d¡\ for all i ^ j ;
(2) the coefficients of the polynomial iin the variable t)  Y[it-d¡) all belong

to S;
(3) if S = Z, then tr„(A) > 0 for all positive integers n ;

(3') if S ^ Z, for all positive integers n and k, tr A" > 0, and if tr A" > 0,
then trA"^ >0.

Condition (2) is expressible as, "all symmetric functions on A take values in

5 ". As observed in [BH], the necessity of these conditions is clear. Sufficiency

was proved if the largest number d is either in S or satisfies a quadratic

equation over S. (A more general result was established.) In particular, this

applies if S is one of the reals, the algebraic real numbers, or the algebraic
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integers, among others. As a consequence of work with Kim and Roush [BH,

Appendix 4], if S ^ Z, the conditions of the spectral theorem are satisfied, and

if tr A > 0, then there exists a strictly positive matrix over S realizing A as its

nonzero spectrum.

Generalized Spectral Conjecture. Let A be a square matrix with entries from

S. Then A is algebraically shift equivalent over S to a primitive matrix if and

only if the nonzero spectrum satisfies the conditions of the Spectral Conjecture.

We now turn to the statement of our results. In §1, we give the basic re-

sults on algebraic shift equivalence and matrix forms which we need for the

realization results of §3. In §2, we consider matrices over Dedekind domains,

and show for these that algebraic shift equivalence implies algebraic strong shift

equivalence. The proof involves projective modules, and we ask if it can be gen-

eralized to matrices over rings with finite projective dimension (such as matrices
over Laurent polynomials with integral coefficients; their properties related to

shift equivalence are crucial for the analysis of codes between Markov chains

[MT]). We give examples of matrices over Dedekind domains which are not

algebraically shift equivalent to nonsingular matrices—this contrasts with the

situation for principal ideal domains. Finally we prove an analogue of a clas-

sical result on principal ideal domains for Dedekind domains. Specifically, if
px.pn  is a factorization of the characteristic polynomial Xa(í)  for the

matrix A over S in the polynomial ring S[t], then A is GL( •, S )-conjugate

to a matrix B in block triangular form with diagonal blocks Bx, ... , Bn such

that XBi(t) — Pi(t) ■ For S a Dedekind domain, this can fail; however, we show

that A is algebraically shift equivalent over S to some block triangular matrix

with diagonal blocks Bx, ... , B„ for which XbM) equals either p¡(t) or tp¡it).

We use this triangular form in §3, where we prove our central (technical) theo-
rem (Theorem 3.1), and use it to verify the Generalized Spectral Conjecture in

several cases:

• when the nonzero spectrum is contained in S, and either S = Z or S

is a Dedekind domain with a nontrivial unit (3.3);

• when S is dense, A has positive trace, and either

o  the spectrum is real, or

o  the minimal and characteristic polynomials of A are equal up to

a power of the indeterminate (e.g., the characteristic polynomial

of A has no repeated nonzero roots).

One can think of the last result as a verification of the generalized spectral

conjecture for dense subrings S of R in the generic case. We offer a conjec-

ture (the Radius Conjecture) which in particular would let us apply Theorem

3.1 much more generally. We also pose the natural realization question for

symmetric matrices.
In §4, we consider integral matrices whose nonzero spectrum consists of two

integers satisfying the necessary conditions of the Spectral Conjecture, and show

that any such matrix is algebraically shift equivalent over Z to a primitive ma-

trix of size 4 or less. In §5, we consider some lower bounds to the minimum size

of a primitive integral matrix representing a given algebraic shift equivalence

class.
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1. Algebraic shift equivalence

Suppose that A is an nxn matrix over a unital ring S. Let %(A) denote

the endomorphism ring of i9iA), A) : This is the ring of ¿-module endomor-

phisms of 9iA) that commute with A ; equivalently, it is the ring of endomor-

phisms of 9iA) as a module over S[A]. Define CsiA) as the centralizer of
A in M„S,

CsiA) = {C e MnS\AC = CA}.
An element C of CsiA) induces an element of %iA) by means of the rule

[b, k] i-> [Cb, k]. This yields a homomorphism of ¿-rings, C$(A) -» %>iA).
Abusing notation slightly, we let UiA) denote the set of elements of CsiA)

that map to units of S'iA). A matrix C in CsiA) belongs to UiA) if and

only if there exist an integer k and a matrix D in CsiA) (this can be weakened

to D in MnS ) such that CD = Ak . It is possible to show that %iA) is the

ring obtained from the image of CsiA) by inverting A .

Given square matrices A and B of sizes m and n respectively, define

[A, B\s = {AT- TB\T 6 Smx"}.

Proposition 1.1 (cf. [H2, III.4]). Let A and B be square matrices over a

unital ring S, and let X and X' be rectangular matrices of the appropriate

dimensions, with entries from S. Suppose there exist matrices {E, F) c UiA)

and {G,H}c U(B), such that EXG-FX'H e [A, B]s. Then the block upper
triangular matrices

C
X
B

C' =
X'
B

are algebraically shift equivalent over S. If X

are SL(-, S)-conjugate.
X' e[A, B]s then C and C

Proof. First, if X

from S, define Y =

X' = AT - TB for T a rectangular matrix with entries
/ T

0 /
, and compute C = Y C'Y '. In particular, C is

algebraically shift equivalent to C .
Next, suppose that EEq — A' for some integer / ; by replacing Eq by A"Eo ,

we can assume that Eq commutes with A . Let U be the upper right block of

^'-qA'XB'-'-1 . Now set R = [J JO ; then U = VJ-I« AiXB'~i W
E0 U

0 B>
Then

RW =

WR =

A1

0

A'

0

EU
B'

U
B'

EX
B

A similar computation reveals that if Z =

A

0

A EX

0   B

X

B

, then RC = ZR and WZ =

CW.   Hence C is algebraically shift equivalent to Z.   Applying the same

then Z and Z' are
A EXG

0    B
process on the other side, we see that if Z' =

algebraically shift equivalent. By the result in the first paragraph of this proof,
'a fx'h'

Z' is algebraically shift equivalent to

shift equivalent to C .

A useful partial converse exists.

, which is in turn algebraically
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Proposition 1.2. Let A and B be square matrices over S such that the intersec-

tion of their spectra is either empty or consists of 0 (vw'i/z arbitrary multiplicity).

Suppose that X and X' are rectangular matrices over S such that

C =
X
B

C
X'
B

are algebraically shift equivalent over S. Then there exist matrices R in UiA)

and P in f/(5) such that RX' - XP belongs to [A, B]s.

Proof. Let V
T P

be an intertwining matrix for C and C . Calculation

of the block (2, 1) entry of the products reveals that BT = TA. The hypothesis

on the spectra forces, via an elementary argument, TA" — 0 for some n . Since

we may replace V by K(C)" , we may assume T = 0. Now let V =   R, w,

satisfy VC = C'V, V'V = iC')k and VV = Ck . We similarly may assume
that V = 0, RR' = Ak = R'R, and PP' = Bk = P'P. From CV = VC, it
follows that RA = AR and PB = BP. Hence the images of R and P are units

in the corresponding endomorphism rings. Computing the (1, 2) block entries

of CV = VC , we obtain RX' - XP = AW' - W'B, finishing the proof.

The hypothesis that the spectra be disjoint is equivalent to the operator
Ta,b- Smxn —> Smx" i z >-> Az - zB) being one-to-one. Its cokernel is thus a

torsion module over S. If S is a field, this forces the cokernel to be zero, and

thus there is only one algebraic shift equivalence class. If S = Z, the cokernel

is finite, so there are at most finitely many classes.

In general, given A and B , the space of algebraic shift equivalence classes
[A X~\

is the orbit space of the action of UiA) x UiB)  on the

quotient module, the cokernel of TAB .

Blocking Lemma 1.3. Suppose that ~ represents one of the following relations on

square matrices over the ring S: lag I shift equivalence; strong shift equivalence;

lag I algebraic shift equivalence, algebraic strong shift equivalence; or conjugacy

via GL(«, S). Let A¡ and A\ (/' = 1, 2, ... , n) be matrices over S, such

that for all i, A¡ ~ A\. Suppose A is a block upper triangular matrix whose

diagonal blocks are Ax through An . Then there exists a block upper triangular

matrix A' over S with diagonal blocks A\  through A'n such that A ~ A'.

Proof. For conjugacy, given U¡AiU~x = A\, let U = diag(C/i,... ,U„) and

A' = UAU~X . Among the other relations, we give the argument for shift equiv-

alence; the argument for algebraic strong shift equivalence is the same and the

strong relations follow from the lag 1 case.

By induction, it suffices to prove the result in the case that n — 2. It is

convenient to change notation, so B, C, and D are square matrices and X

is rectangular. Suppose that B1 = TR, C = RT, BT = TC, and RB = CR.
Define Y so that

/       rB,

0
B
0

X
D

Y
Dl

Then

T Y

o D1

b x
0 D

C RX

0   D
viais lag / algebraically shift equivalent to

D X 1
. Similarly, is lag / algebraically shift equivalent to

Ü0

o i
D XT

0 c

and

via
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I 0

or
and d' z

O  R
where Z is the (1, 2) block entry of

d x

0 B

Theorem 1.4 [N, Chapter III, §15]. Let A be a square matrix over a principal

ideal domain S. Let pxp2-pm be a factorization of the characteristic polyno-

mial of A, where each p¡ is monk and with coefficients from S. Then A is

conjugate via GL(-, S) to a matrix C in block upper triangular form, wherein

the characteristic polynomial of the ith block is p¡.

Proposition 1.5. Suppose that C =
B X

0 N
is a block triangular matrix over S

and N is nilpotent and upper triangular. Then C is algebraically strongly shift

equivalent over S to B.

Proof. The bottom row of C is zero. We may thus rewrite

C =
B'

0
X'
0

and use the elementary algebraic strong shift equivalence,

[B'   X'],        B' = [B'   X']
B'

0
X'
0

This reduces the size, and we continue until the resulting matrix is nonsingular.

Corollary 1.6 [Ef]. A square matrix over a principal ideal domain is algebraically

strongly shift equivalent to a nonsingular matrix.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.5.

(Effros showed that Corollary 1.6 holds for matrices over the integers, but

his proof works for all principal ideal domains.) The following simple applica-

tion of the results above is quite useful for constructing examples in symbolic

dynamics (see, for example, [Fi, Example 3.11; BLR, Example 4.2].

Proposition 1.7. Suppose that n and k are nonzero integers. Then every integral

matrix with nonzero spectrum in, k) is algebraically strongly shift equivalent

over Z to a matrix of the form Cm = " "! . The algebraic shift equivalence

class of Cm is determined by the equivalence relation on {meZ} generated by

m ~ m!       if  m = m! mod n-k,

m ~ pm       if p\n   or   p\k.

Proof. The form for Cm comes from Theorem 1.4. For n / k, the rest comes

from Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. A similar argument works if n = k.

The following generalizes [H2, III.4]:

Lemma 1.8. Let A and B be square, real matrices. Suppose there exists an

eigenvalue, p, of A that is not an eigenvalue of B, such that A admits a

strictly positive right eigenvector for p. Then there exists a rectangular matrix

X with integer entries such that AX - XB is strictly positive. If B is a non-

negative matrix and p exceeds the spectral radius of B, then we may find X to

additionally be strictly positive.

Proof. Let w denote the strictly positive right eigenvector for A corresponding

to p. Suppose that A is of size n , and B is of size m . Let Z be any strictly
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positive 1 x m matrix. Define X0 = wZipI - B)  x . Then we have

AX0 - X0B = pwZipl - B)~x - wZipl - B)~XB

= wZipl - B)~xipl) - wZipl - B)~xiB)

= wZipl- B)'xipl- B) = wZ »0.

If Xx in Qwxm is sufficiently close to X0, then AXX - XXB » 0. There

exists a positive integer N so that X = NXX has only integer entries. If B
is nonnegative and its spectral radius is dominated by p, then ipl - B)~x is

nonnegative, so we may choose the original Xo to be strictly positive itself.

Corollary 1.9. Let S be a unital subring of R. Suppose that A and B are

square matrices of sizes n and m respectively, with entries from S. If A is

primitive and its spectral radius is not an eigenvalue of B, there exists a strictly

positive nxm matrix H iwith entries from S) such that for all nxm matrices

J over S, the matrices

J
B

and
J + H

B

are similar iand thus algebraically shift equivalent) over S.

Proof. Let X be as in the conclusion of Lemma 1.8, and set H = AX - XB ;

since all of the entries of X lie in Z, those of H lie in S. The result now

follows from Proposition 1.1.

By a nilpotent Jordan block, we mean a square zero-one matrix J with

J(i, j) — 1 if and only if j — i + I. In particular, if J has size one, then

J = [0]. By a nilpotent Jordan matrix, we mean a direct sum of nilpotent Jor-

dan blocks. The following can also be deduced from arguments in the proof of

[KR4, 3.2].

Theorem 1.10. Suppose that S is a unital nondiscrete subring ofR, and A is a

strictly positive square matrix with entries from S. Let N be the nilpotent part

of the ireal) Jordan form for A. Suppose that N' is a nilpotent Jordan matrix

for which there is a one-to-one map from the set of nilpotent Jordan blocks iwith

multiplicities) of N to that of N' that does not decrease the size of any block.

Then A is strongly shift equivalent iover S+) to a strictly positive matrix A'

which admits N' as the nilpotent part of its Jordan form.

Proof. By induction, it suffices to consider the case N' =
N x

0 0
where x is

a zero-one column vector. There is a nonsingular matrix U with entries from

the field of fractions of S such that U~x AU has the block form    B c
[o n.

may assume that U (but not U~x of course) has all of its entries in S

any element e in S n R+ , the matrix

B    C    0

We

For

Ax = N
0

ex
0

is a matrix over S with the required Jordan form. Let y be the column vector

" C] • »
u
0

0
1

u- 0
1

A

0
ey

0
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Let v be the column vector all of whose entries are 1, and set w = vT . Now

z = Av is a strictly positive column. For 6 an element of S such that 0 <

e < S and ô/e is sufficiently large, the column ey + Sz is strictly positive. The

matrix A-
[A ey+âz

0     0    .
1.5). We may choose
A - iey + ôz)w is also strictly positive. Define

is strongly shift equivalent (over S+ ) to A (Proposition

e and ô so small (but keeping their ratio fixed) so that

R =
ey + Sz

0
I

-w
T

I
w

Then R and T yield a lag 1 strong shift equivalence and a similarity between

A2 and a strictly positive matrix A'.  However, A2 is similar to    * ^ via

2. Matrices over Dedekind domains

Effros showed that a square matrix over a principal ideal domain S is al-

gebraically strongly shift equivalent over S to a nonsingular matrix [Ef] (see

Corollary 1.6). We begin with an easy example to show that even when the

coefficient ring is a Dedekind domain, a matrix need not be algebraically shift

equivalent to a nonsingular matrix. The obstruction is just the existence of

projective modules that are not free.

Proposition 2.1. Let S be a commutative domain admitting a finitely generated

projective module P that is not free. From a module Q such that P © Q ~ S" ,

let e: S" -> S" be the endomorphism that projects onto P. Then any matrix

representation for e is not algebraically shift equivalent over S to a nonsingular

matrix.

Proof. Such a Q exists since P is finitely generated and projective. We observe

that e2 = e, so all of the nonzero eigenvalues of the latter (as an endomorphism

of the free ¿-module) are 1. Hence if it were algebraically shift equivalent to a
nonsingular matrix, that matrix would have to be the identity of size equalling

the rank of P. From the definitions, it follows that an algebraic shift equiva-

lence between these matrices would entail an ¿-module isomorphism on their

corresponding ranges. This would force P to be free, a contradiction.

Every Dedekind domain that is not a principal ideal domain of course admits

a nonfree projective; we give an explicit example of the corresponding matrix.

Example 2.2. A matrix not algebraically shift equivalent to a nonsingular matrix.

Let S = Z[vT5] and let A and A' be the matrices

-5
-VÏ5

2VT5
6

7^15-27   66 — 15V15
3VT5 - 11     28-7VT5

We observe that A2 = A and its eigenvalues are 0 and 1. We take the nonprin-

cipal ideal / = (3, vT5) of ¿, and set J = (5, VT5). Then we verify that the
direct sum I ® J is a free ¿-module with ¿-basis the set of column vectors

{(vT5,-vT5)T,(-6,5)T},
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and the projection onto / has matrix A in terms of this basis. As the class

group of Z[vT5] is of order 2, the matrix A® A is algebraically shift equivalent

to the 2x2 identity matrix. The matrix A' is strictly positive (as a real matrix)
and is conjugate to A .

Williams [Wl, Lemma 4.6] gave an argument which showed in many cate-

gories that shift equivalence implies strong shift equivalence. Viewed as a proof

that algebraic shift equivalence implies algebraic strong shift equivalence for

matrices over the integers, the proof requires a minor additional step (provided

in [W3], following [Ef]). Effros [Ef] gave a related argument that algebraic shift

equivalence implies algebraic strong shift equivalence for matrices over ¿ = Z.

Both Williams' and Effros' proof work for ¿ a principal ideal domain.

Let ¿ be a commutative unital ring, let ¿P denote the category of finitely

generated projective modules, with ¿-module homomorphisms as maps, and

let y denote the subcategory consisting of finitely generated free modules. In

general, the Effros-Williams arguments that algebraic shift equivalence implies

algebraic strong shift equivalence fails for morphisms in y (that is, matri-

ces over ¿); for example, Proposition 2.1 rules out the use of a key step in

Effros' proof. However, if ¿ is a Dedekind domain, the arguments work for

morphisms in £?. This motivates the following easy, in fact trivial, excision

theorem. (For background on projective modules over Dedekind domains, see

[M, pp. 9-11].)

Lemma 2.3. If P and P' are free finitely generated modules and (a, P) is alge-

braically strongly shift equivalent ialgebraically shift equivalent) with respect to

^ to iß, P'), then they are algebraically strongly shift equivalent ialgebraically

shift equivalent) with respect to y.

Proof. We prove the statement for algebraic strong shift equivalence; the argu-

ment for algebraic shift equivalence is even easier. Let Pi be free, and P2 and
Pi be projective, and let y¡, o¡• ( i = 1, 2 ) implement lag 1 algebraic strong shift

equivalences with respect to & between (a,, P¡) and (a,+i, P¡+i). Choose a

finitely generated projective module Q2 such that F2 = P2 © Q2 is free. Define

a' = a2 © 0g2 e End F2, and set y\ to be the composition of yx : Px —> P2 with

the inclusion of P2 in F2. Define ô[ : P2 © Q2 —> Px to be ôx on P2 and zero

on »22 • This yields an algebraic strong shift equivalence (with respect to y )

between (a- , Px) and (a'2, F2). Now the algebraic strong shift equivalence

between (a2. Pi) and (0:3, Pi) can be extended to one between (a2, F2) and

(c*3, P3), and the process may be iterated.

An integral domain is called Prüfer if every finitely generated submodule of

a free module is projective. Examples include Dedekind domains, as well as

the ring of all algebraic integers (or any direct limit of Dedekind domains). Of

course, Dedekind is equivalent to Prüfer and noetherian.

Now we are in a position to use Effros' argument.

Proposition 2.4. If S is a Prüfer domain, algebraic shift equivalence implies

algebraic strong shift equivalence.

Proof. By the preceding and the definitions, it is sufficient to show algebraic shift

equivalence with respect to ¿P implies algebraic strong shift equivalence with

respect to £P . The following argument will show that if a is not nilpotent, we
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can reduce it to being one-to-one, while if it is nilpotent, (a, P) is algebraically

strongly shift equivalent to the zero endomorphism (all zero endomorphisms

are mutually algebraically strongly shift equivalent). If n is the rank of P (the

dimension of the vector space P®sK, where K is the field of fractions of S ),

kera" = keran+x = • • • . Hence a restricted to a"P is one-to-one.

With j: aP —> P as the inclusion, the diagram

P    A    aP   A   a2P    —»    •••    —■»    ol"P

r   y ia  /   ia /   \a

P    A    aP    A    c?P    —»    ••■     —►    q"P

commutes. Reading off the columns, we see that ia\a'P, a'P) is algebraically

strongly shift equivalent to (a, P). Each a'P is projective, since ¿ is Prüfer.

Now suppose that (a, P) is algebraically shift equivalent to (a', P') ; by the

preceding, we may assume that both a and a' are one-to-one. Let y: P —> P'

and ô: P' -> P be the intertwining operators such that yS = ia')1 and ôy = a1.

Since a and a' are one-to-one, so are y and S . Set Qk = yP + ia')kP' ç F ,

for k = 0, 1, ... , /. Since P and P' are finitely generated, so is P'k , and thus

it is projective. Note that ß0 = P', ß/ = yP (since (a')feP = y<îP' ç yP ), and

0/ Ç ß/-i Ç ■ • • Ç ßo • Each ßfc is a'-invariant (since a'yiP) = ya(P) ç yP ),
and moreover a'Qk ç ßfc+1. Now the diagram

Qi    Ç    Ö/-i   Ç   •••    Ç    P'

l \/a'        I /&'      I

Qi    Ç   ß/_,   ç   ...    ç    p'
describes a chain of lag 1 algebraic strong shift equivalences, yielding that

(a', Q¡) is algebraically strongly shift equivalent to (a', P'). Now y is one-to-

one, so y : P —> yP is an isomorphism, and thus (a, P) is algebraically strongly

shift equivalent to (a', Q¡), and thus to (a', P').

To obtain results for more general rings, one requires a stronger excision re-
sult. For example, if ¿ is noetherian and has projective dimension d (the case

of d = 1 is that of Dedekind domains), let 2\ be the category of submodules

of free modules that are finitely generated and have projective dimension / - 1

or less. So 3¡x — &, for example. Then there should be an excision result

asserting that if P and P' belong to 3¡i-X but ia,P) and ia', P') are alge-

braically strongly shift equivalent or algebraically shift equivalent with respect

to 3íi, then they should be equivalent with respect to 3¡i-X. In particular, if
such a result held, algebraic shift equivalence would imply algebraic strong shift

equivalence for polynomial and Laurent polynomial rings in several variables

over a field or a principal ideal domain.

Despite the algebraic nature of the proof of Proposition 2.4, we are unable

to rule out, for every unital subring of R, the possibility that algebraic shift

equivalence does not imply algebraic strong shift equivalence. As a possible

counterexample, let S = Z[2\/2] ; of course this does not have finite projective

dimension. Let A be the primitive matrix

2      2v/2
2\/2      4
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Over the larger ring Z[\/2], A is lag 1 strongly shift equivalent to the lxl

matrix [6]. We do not know, however, if it is strongly shift equivalent or even

algebraically strongly shift equivalent to [6] over S. Shift equivalence can be

realized over S.
As a general remark, algebraic shift equivalence always carries with it com-

plete information on Ko ; if P and ß are finitely generated projective mod-

ules, then P ~ ß if and only if (/>, P) is algebraically shift equivalent or

algebraically strongly shift equivalent to (ig, Q), where i denotes the iden-

tity isomorphism (add a direct summand to make the module(s) free, as in the

proof of Lemma 2.3). More generally, one can develop a Grothendieck group,

even a ring structure, on the algebraic shift equivalence classes (as usual, this

will entail a loss of information, since cancellation does not usually hold). This

is related to K0(End &>) (see e.g., [Al, Ba]).

Lemma 2.5. Let pxit) be a monic polynomial with coefficients from a Dedekind

domain S with nonzero constant term. Let A be an n x n matrix with entries

from S whose characteristic polynomial is pxit)p2it). Then A is algebraically

strongly shift equivalent over S to a matrix of the form

A'=\A*        10        A22_

such that for i = 1, 2, the characteristic polynomial of A¡¡ is p¡it) or tp¡it).

Proof. Let V = kerpiA) ; this is clearly an /1-invariant submodule of S" , and

since the image of pi A) is projective (since it is a submodule of a free module

and ¿ is Dedekind), F is a direct summand of S" . Write S" = V® W . If V
is free, then so is W and we obtain the desired block upper triangularization

at size n . If V is not free, there is an ideal / such that Fx = V ® I is free;

necessarily, F2 = W ® I~x is also free, and clearly Fx ® F2 is free of rank
n + 2. Define A' : ¿"+2 -+ ¿"+2 by letting it act as A on V and W, and

as zero on the copies of / and I~x . Clearly A' leaves Fx invariant, so with

respect to the obvious choice of basis, it has the desired upper triangular form.

Change of basis is implemented by conjugation by an invertible matrix and is

thus an algebraic strong shift equivalence. It is immediate that A and A' are

algebraically strongly shift equivalent (see the proof of Lemma 2.3).

On the other hand, if V is free, then so is W and we obtain the desired

block upper triangularization at size n .

Proposition 2.6. Let A be a square matrix over a Dedekind domain S. Let

pit) = tm nf=i Pi(t) be a factorization in S[t] of the characteristic polynomial of
A, where each p¡ is a monic polynomial with nonzero constant coefficient. Then

A is algebraically strongly shift equivalent over S to a block matrix of the form

Mn * 1

L Akk\

where AuPiiAu) = 0 for i < i <k.

Proof. The only problem with applying the preceding result inductively (with

Lemma 1.3) is that a nilpotent part (corresponding to tm ) appears to have
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been left out. However, it follows from the proof of Proposition 2.4 that, over

a Dedekind domain, any nilpotent endomorphism is algebraically strongly shift

equivalent to the zero endomorphism.

Corollary 2.7. Let S be a unital subring of R that is Dedekind. Let A be
a matrix with entries from S and suppose that all of its eigenvalues belong to

S. Then A is algebraically strongly shift equivalent over S to a block upper

triangular matrix

■ Axx *
A22

Ak-

such that for every i, Au is either of size 2 or size 1, it has only one nonzero

eigenvalue, and is either primitive or the negative of a primitive matrix.

Proof. If ¿ is Z (or any principal ideal domain), the blocks can be taken to be

of size 1, so the primitivity remark is obvious. Otherwise, we may assume S is

nondiscrete. Apply Proposition 2.6 to the polynomial n^ _ sù \ the diagonal
block matrices that result are of size 1 or 2; if of size one, the matrix is simply

[s¡] so either it or its negative is primitive. If the size is 2, by [HI, 2.2] (and

the fact that powers of the matrix are multiples of it), we find a matrix U in

SL(2, R) so that one of ±UAuU~x is strictly positive. Density of SL(2, ¿)

in SL(2,R) yields V in SL(2,¿) so that one of ±ViAiiVi'x is strictly posi-
tive, hence primitive. Obviously conjugation with 0 V¡ puts the matrix in the

desired form.

3. Realizing algebraic shift equivalence classes

by primitive matrices

In this section, ¿ will always denote a unital subring of R. Suppose that

A and B are square matrices all of whose entries are nonnegative elements of

S. We say that B is embeddable in A (over ¿), denoted B <-> A, if A is
strongly shift equivalent (over S+ ) to a matrix A' in which B appears as a

proper principal submatrix. In the trivial case that A = [1] and S = Z, no
matrix B is embeddable in A . In all other cases, the Submatrix Theorem [BH,

1.10 and 3.1] gives the following necessary and sufficient conditions for B to

be embeddable in A , when A is primitive:

(i) The spectral radius of A strictly exceeds that of B,

(ii) If S is not discrete, for all positive integers n and k ,

trP" <trA",

trB"k<trA"k   iftrP"<tr^".

(ii') If S is discrete, then for all positive integers n , tr„P < tr„^.

If A is a square matrix, we define the labelled graph G a whose vertices are

the states, and there is an arc from i to j if and only if the i, j entry of A

(denoted A(i, j) ) is not zero. The arc is also labelled Aii, j) in this case.

Let N be a (square) matrix with N1 — 0, let F be another square matrix,

and W a rectangular matrix. Then F is algebraically shift equivalent to \N w \
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via the matrices      .    and [01], where Z is the (1,2) block entry of

Plugging this algebraic shift equivalence into the Blocking Lemma

deduce the algebraic shift equivalence of

B    C 1     \XX    X2
D   \F\\     [Yx    Y2
ro oi    \n w

N W~\l

OF.

.3), we

0   0 0    F

and

B C

D \F\
[0   0]

XxZ + X2Fl
Y2Z + Y2Fl

F

For future reference, we note that

Z = Nl~x W + N'~2WF + ■■■ + NWFl~2 + WF'-X.

We are now ready to prove our central realization result. Below if F is

a matrix, then \F\ denotes the "absolute value of F," given by |P|(/, j) =

\F(i,j)\.

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a unital subring of R. Assume that either S = Z or that

S has a nontrivial unit. Suppose that M =
A J

0 F
is a square matrix over S

A. Then M is algebraically shift equivalentsuchthat A is primitive and \F\
(over S) to a primitive matrix.

Remark. We believe that the requirement of the existence of a nontrivial unit

is an artifact of our proof. The result is still quite general—for example, if ¿

contains an irrational algebraic number or a rational that is not an integer, then

S has a nontrivial unit.

Proof. Fix e in ¿ with 0 < e < A(|P|). If S = Z, let e = 1. First, we reduce
to the case that |P| is primitive. By the Blocking Lemma (1.3), it is enough to

produce a matrix F' algebraically shift equivalent to F (over ¿ ), such that
|P'| is primitive and \F'\ <-> A. For an integer /, let Q¡ be the nilpotent

matrix of size / given by

1    if./= /+l,

0   otherwise.
Qi(i,j)

Define

r0
0

f(i) =

e      e
-e    -e

£

-e

0
0

On
0

0

0   0

0   0
e    e

e   0   ••■    0
e   0   •••    0

e   0   •••   0

0 eQi
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Then F^ is algebraically shift equivalent to F (over S ); to see this, amal-

gamate the first two rows and ignore the nilpotent block. Moreover, |P(/)| is

primitive. For large /, |P(/)| «-» A . Hence we may assume |P| is primitive.

By the Submatrix Theorem and the Blocking Lemma (1.3), we may suppose

(on passing to an ¿+-strongly shift equivalent matrix) that for some sufficiently

large integer k, A is in the block form:

A =

* * *

eQk E 0
0 B C
D 0 \F\

where:

• B is primitive;

.   X(B)>X(\F\);
• no entry of B has modulus exceeding 1 ;

• C is the matrix all of whose entries are 0, except along the bottom

row, where they are e ;

• D is the matrix with all entries in the leftmost column equal to e, and

all others consisting of zero;

• E has its unique nonzero entry, equalling 1, in the lower left corner.

To achieve all this, we may choose B to satisfy the first three conditions and

so that in addition
B C

.0 \F\

Then choose k large enough that

eQk   E    0
0     B    C
D     0    |P|

also embeds in A (using the Submatrix Theorem).

If ¿ is not the integers, by assumption it must contain an arbitrarily large

unit. For any matrix with entries from S, M, and positive unit u in ¿, M

is algebraically shift equivalent over ¿ to a primitive matrix if and only if uM

is. If ¿ is not equal to Z, we multiply the matrix    AnJr    by a large unit; this
L 0 F J

permits us to assume that every nonzero entry of A exceeds 1.

By Corollary 1.9, we may choose a strictly positive matrix H with entries

from S such that for any integer k ,

A    J
0    F

and
A   J + kH
0        F

are algebraically shift equivalent over ¿. In particular, we may suppose that J

is strictly positive.

Let J2" be an index set for the rows and columns of A, and let ß be an

index set for the rows and columns of F. Define a matrix A from A by

splitting the bottom block row according to the decomposition

[*   D   0    |F|] = [0   0   0   |P|] + [*   D   0   0].
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Now A has the block form

A =

eQk
0
D

E
B
0

*
0
c
0

Lo 0      0    |P|

\F\

*
0
c
0

IPI

Now let y U y index the rows of A. The first four block rows are indexed

by y in the natural way. The rows that contain the rows of |P| are indexed

by y , corresponding to the manner in which y indexes the rows of F . The

forms of C and D and the primitivity of Ax guarantee that Ax is primitive.

The spectral radius of A exceeds X\p\, since Xb > X\F¡.

Let A = AM = r?:;f;;].Form>o,give„i<-)=[«;i;f;N
indexing the rows of [P(m)   ¿(w) ], and f indexing the rows and columns of

| F |, we define
"/{(m+l)     £(m+l)"

y(m+l) \pt
¿(m+l) _

by completely splitting the rows of A^ indexed by y (m). That is, the row

splitting amounts to writing (for each a in J^(m)) row a as the sum of or-

thogonal rows, each of which has precisely one nonzero entry. Explicitly, a will

be a string of symbols and the row in ^<m+1) corresponding to A^m\a, a') ^ 0

will be indexed by a string ß, defined as follows:

— If the terminal symbol of a is in y , then ß = a;

— otherwise, ß = ak , where k is the terminal symbol of a'.

This defines J7(m + 1) from S(m).
So y im) is the union of paths of vertices, ixi2- ■■ im+x

with the set

jrW = {/. ¿2... ij\ i < t < rn ; ix i2 • • • it is a path of vertices in G-

from G ~
A,

together

jeJ-;A(it,j)>0}.

Now consider a matrix of the form
o   F

. This is shift equivalent to A K

0 F
obtained by successively amalgamating rows not corresponding to F. Here

Kii, j) is the sum of all the terms Kiw , j) such that w is an index which

ultimately amalgamates to i. When the string w does not belong to y, it
amalgamates to i if i is the initial symbol of w . If w does belong to y,

then w amalgamates to the unique symbol i from which it was split in the

creation of A from A .

We will construct a matrix M that is algebraically shift equivalent over S to

a primitive matrix that is also algebraically shift equivalent over ¿ to a matrix

of the form _       _
^<m)    K

0      F
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with K = J + nH for some integer n . This will finish the proof.

We will choose (after a suitable ordering of the rows through P(m) in A^

M to have the block form

M = AM
0

Pi
B4

Bn

0
0

B2

B5

Bs

0
0

Bi

Be

\F\

0
0

0
X

0

N
0

0
0

F_

W

F

Here PJm> =
B, b2

Bi B¡
, and \F\ = F+ + P_ ;   F = F+ - F_ ; F+, P_ > 0 ; and X

has size matching that of N; moreover, N will be a nilpotent 0-1 matrix in
N W~\

0  F J
to F.order to force the algebraic shift equivalence of

The matrix M is obtained by adding the block rows 2 and 3 to the block

rows 4 and 5 respectively, and then subtracting block columns 4 and 5 from

block columns 2 and 3. This yields

M

Pi
B4

Bi

B4

Bi

B2

B5-X

B,

Bs-X-N
Pg

P3

Be
P-.

B6-W

P_

0
X
0

X + N
0

0 1
0

p_

p+

M4

M2

M5

We now describe general forms for our choices of X, N, and^ W.

We select a certain subset W <w> = 3F of words from y <m) of the form

i'i • • • im; . Let 3T denote the set of terminal segments of length 2 or more of

the words of W. We group the rows of A^ so that W indexes the rows

through 55. We also let W  index the rows and columns of X and ./V. Then

we set all entries of X equal to zero except that for each word ix

W, we require
imJ m

0 < Xiix ■ ■ • imj , i2 ■ ■ ■ imJ) < P5O1 • • • imj , h ■ ■ ■ imj)-

Set every entry of A" equal to zero except that for the words in   W   of the

form (■'■•■• itj > h • • ■ Uj with 1 < t < m, we require

0 < Niix ■ ■ ■ itj, i2 ■ ■ ■ itj) < P5(/i • • • itj, i2 ■ ■ ■ itj).

Index the rows and columns of W by W and y, respectively. Finally, we

require the entries of W to be zero except that 0 < Wiij, j) < B^iij, j) for

every word ij of length 2 in W. With these choices, the matrix M will be

nonnegative. It is not difficult to verify that it must then be primitive.

By the remarks preceding the statement of this theorem, M is algebraically

shift equivalent over S to the matrix

rPi    B2    Bi 0
B4   P5    B(,        XZ

B1   P8    |F|       F-F>

Loo    0
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where / = m - 1, N' = 0, and Z = Nl~x W + N'~2WF + ■■■ + NWFl~2 +

WF'~X. A consequence of the last equation is that XZ = XN'~X W, so that

all the entries of XZ are zero, except the (/■ • • • imj, j) entries, given by words

z'i • ■ • imj in W . Such an entry can be as large as

(B5)m-lih---imj,j)B6iimj,j),

depending on our selections for entries in X, N, and W.

Thus we will be done if we can make our choices of m (for Jf(m) ),   W ,

X, N, and W such that for some integer r with    A(m) K{m]    given by
L   0      F

K(m)
0

XZ
F_Fm~x

we have K = J + rH.

The contribution of |F_FW_1| to any entry of K is 0(A{£,). On the other

hand, for each i, the maximum number of words in W(m) beginning with i

grows exponentially faster than Aj£,. In particular, with ¿ = Z, for sufficiently

large m , we simply choose an appropriate number of such words for each i so

that K has the desired form (on setting the nonzero entries of X, N, and W

to be one).

If ¿ ^ Z, then for sufficiently large m, we still have that the maximum

contribution of XZ to any entry of K is large compared to contributions

from F-Fl, J, and H. Thus given e > 0, we can arrange that every entry

of K be within e of J + rH, with flexibility remaining in the choices for X,

Z, and W. As every nonzero entry of A is larger than 1 and this condition

persists after our splittings to A(-m'>, we can cover a small error term s by an

additional entry of XNl~x W corresponding to a product 1-1.s .

Lemma 3.2. Let X be a real number, and let n be a positive integer. Then

{-tr„(A) ifn is odd,

tr„(A) ¡/«E0mod4,

tr„(A) + 2ttgiX)   ifn = 2q with q odd.

Proof. If n is odd, the result is clear; if n is divisible by 4, the Möbius function

ignores all the quotients n/d where d is odd, and again the result follows. The

third statement is a routine calculation.

Theorem 3.3. Let S be a unital subring of R. Suppose that either S = Z or

S is a Dedekind domain with a nontrivial unit. Let A be a square matrix with

entries from S whose nonzero spectrum A satisfies the necessary conditions of

the Spectral Conjecture and consists of elements of S. Then A is algebraically

shift equivalent over S to a primitive matrix.

Proof. Arrange the elements of A in decreasing order, A = iXx, ... , Xk). We

must first show that initial segments of A also satisfy the conditions of the

Spectral Conjecture, and that [\XS\] ̂-> C if C is a matrix with nonzero spec-

trum A' = (X\,... , Xs-\). If Xs > 0, the spectral conditions are automatically

satisfied by A', so we may assume Xs < 0. If n is even, tr (A')" > 0 automat-

ically (since all the eigenvalues are real), and if n is odd, tr(A')" > trA". If
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¿ = Z, we must consider the «th net traces. We use Lemma 3.2. If n is odd,

tr„A' > tr„A. If n is even, tr„A' > 0 in any case (since the eigenvalues are all

real). We thus have that all initial segments of A also satisfy the conditions of

the Spectral Conjecture.

In order to use Theorem 3.1, we are required to verify similar tracial con-

ditions for embeddability. Explicitly, if ¿ = Z, we wish to show that tr„A' >

tr„(|Aj|). Again, we may suppose Xs < 0. If n is odd,

tr„A' - trn(\Xs\) = tr„A' - tTn(-Xs) = tr„A' + tt„(Xs) = tr„A" > 0,

where A" = (X\, ... , Xs). If 4 divides n ,

tr^A^tr^lA'D^tr^AO^tr«^).

If n = 2q with q odd, let X¡ be the first negative element of A. Then

5-1

tr„A' = ^tr„(A,) + ^tr„(A,)
;</ i=l

s-\

= Y, tr„(A/) + X>„(|A,|) + 2tr,(|A,-|)) > tr„(A,) > tr„(|A^|).
/</ i=l

To verify the embeddability conditions over nondiscrete rings, we simply note

that the qualitative tracial conditions (see (ii) in the beginning of this section)

on A are equivalent to the corresponding conditions on the the net traces of

NA for some sufficiently large N [BH, Lemma 1.1].
Now suppose that S is a principal ideal domain. By Theorem 1.4 and Propo-

sition 1.5, there exists a nonsingular triangular matrix B, algebraically shift

equivalent over S to A with B(i, i) - X¡ for 1 < i < s. Let Bk be the upper

left kxk block of B, so P has the form

Bk
0        Q

for 1 < k < s. Each subtuple (Xx, ... , Xk) of A satisfies the necessary con-

ditions of the spectral conjecture. In particular, by Theorem 3.1, B2 is alge-

braically shift equivalent over S to a primitive matrix D2. By the Blocking

Lemma (1.3), B is algebraically shift equivalent to a matrix of the form

D2        * '

0      c2 •

The same argument permits us to pass to
'Z>3 *

0        C3J '

with Z)3 primitive, and so on until the primitive matrix Ds is obtained; this is

algebraically shift equivalent to A .

When S is a nondiscrete Dedekind domain, there is an additional step.

Instead of the triangular matrix B , by Corollary 2.7, we have a block triangular

matrix B where the /th diagonal block is of size 2 with eigenvalues X¡ and 0,

and either P, or its negative is primitive. Now the proof goes through using

the matrices P, in place of the entries X, used in the principal ideal domain

situation.
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If A is diagonable1 over R and its nonzero spectrum satisfies the hypotheses

of the Spectral Conjecture, then, by Theorem 3.3, it is algebraically shift equiv-

alent to a primitive matrix. Any symmetric primitive matrix is diagonable over

R.

Question 3.4. Suppose that A has all of its entries real and satisfies the conditions

of the Spectral Conjecture. Does there exist a symmetric primitive matrix with

nonzero spectrum A?

Lemma 3.5. Let S be a nondiscrete subring of R, and let A be a square matrix

with entries from S. Suppose that trA > 0 and A is algebraically shift equiv-

alent over the reals to a primitive (real) matrix. Then A is algebraically shift

equivalent over S to a strictly positive matrix.

Proof. Let D be a primitive real matrix algebraically shift equivalent over R

to A . By [KR2], there exists a strictly positive matrix Dx that is algebraically

shift equivalent (over R ) to D. Choose nilpotent zero-one matrices N and

JV' such that A® N' is conjugate over R to Dx ® N. By Theorem 1.10, Dx

is strongly shift equivalent over S+ to a strictly positive matrix D2 which is

conjugate over R to Dx ®N. Thus D2 is conjugate over R to A' = A®N', and

A' is algebraically shift equivalent over ¿ to A . As ¿ is dense in R, SL(-, ¿)

is dense in SL(-, R), and it follows as in [BH, proof of Theorem, Appendix 4],

that there exists P in SL(-,¿) suchthat PA'P~X is strictly positive.

Corollary 3.6. Let S be a dense subring of R. Let A be a square matrix

over S whose nonzero spectrum satisfies the conditions of the spectral conjecture;

assume in addition that trA > 0 and all eigenvalues of A are real. Then A is

algebraically shift equivalent over S to a strictly positive matrix.

Proof. Since R is obviously a principal ideal domain, we may apply Theorem
3.3; so A is algebraically shift equivalent over R to a primitive matrix. Now

Lemma 3.5 yields the result.

Let A be a real square matrix whose nonzero spectrum is A = (Ai, ..., Xs).

Set XaW = ll/-i(' — ̂«) • Recau that A is algebraically shift equivalent over R

to a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is xA > ana< ̂  is algebraically shift
equivalent to the companion matrix for x\ if and only if X\ divides the min-
imal polynomial of A . This is a "robust" condition; in the space of matrices

whose characteristic polynomial is that of A, the set of matrices algebraically

shift equivalent to the companion matrix of x\ x% open, i.e., stable under per-

turbations, and the others are not. A sufficient condition for x\ to divide the

minimal polynomial of A is that the characteristic polynomial of A admit no

repeated nonzero roots.

Theorem 3.7. Let S be a dense unital subring of R, and let A be a square matrix

with entries from S whose nonzero spectrum satisfies the necessary conditions of

the Spectral Conjecture. Assume in addition that

(i)   trA>0,
(ii)   Xa divides the minimal polynomial of A .

Then A is algebraically shift equivalent over S to a strictly positive matrix.

Proof. By [BH, Theorem, Appendix 4], there exists an integer e so that the

companion matrix of texA is conjugate over R to some strictly positive matrix

'A better word than the unpronounceable "diagonalizable".
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B. Over R, P is algebraically shift equivalent to the companion matrix of xA ■

Hence A is algebraically shift equivalent over R to a strictly positive matrix

and Lemma 3.5 applies.

Let S be a unital subring of R. Let p be a monic polynomial of positive

degree and nonzero constant term with coefficients from ¿. Let C be the

companion matrix of p . Given e > 0, the Radius Theorem of [BH] constructs

a matrix A such that x\ — P and the spectral radii of \A\ and C differ by less
than e . (The theorem also provides controls on the entries of A contributing

to traces of small powers.) The matrix A produced by the construction is

algebraically shift equivalent over ¿ to C.

We could improve the spectral condition in the statement of Theorem 3.3

if we had a Radius Theorem which controlled the algebraic shift equivalence

class.

Radius Conjecture 3.8. Suppose that A is a square matrix over a unital subring

SofR and e > 0. Then there exists a matrix B algebraically shift equivalent

over S to A, such that the spectral radii of \B\ and A are within e of each

other.

We also expect the matrix P to come with control over entries contributing

to traces of small powers as in [BH, Theorem 2.5].

4. Realizing two integer eigenvalues

In this section, we work over the integers and prove the following result by

explicit constructions.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose a square integer matrix has exactly two nonzero integer

eigenvalues n and k with multiplicity one and n > \k\. Then the matrix is

algebraically shift equivalent over Z to a primitive matrix of size 4 or less.

The condition n > \k\ is obviously a necessary condition. Of course, by

Theorem 3.3, we know that A is algebraically shift equivalent to some primitive

matrix. One motive behind Theorem 4.1 is to establish, at least for this first

nontrivial situation, a sharp upper bound for the minimum size of the realizing

primitive matrix (4, in this case). We also wish to exhibit the complications

involved in explicit realization. Finally, we want to build a stockpile of examples

for use in symbolic dynamics.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds by cases. By Proposition 1.7, every

matrix with these as its nonzero eigenvalues is algebraically shift equivalent

over Z to a matrix of the form    n *   , and we may assume that x runs over

a set of representatives modulo n

Proposition 4.2. Assume k > 0.

(a) IfO<x<n-k, then

matrix.
(b) If k and n are not relatively prime, then diag(«,/c) is algebraically

shift equivalent to a strictly positive matrix.

Proof, (a) We use the conjugacy

n x

0 k

-k.

n x

0 k
is SL(2, Z)-conjugate to a strictly positive

1
-1

n - x

n - k - x

x

x + k
>0.
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(b) As n and n - k have a common divisor exceeding 1, there exists an

integer a with 1 <a<n-k-\ such that «a is divisible by n - k. By

Proposition 1.7, diag(«, k) is algebraically shift equivalent to jj£ ; this is

conjugate to a strictly positive matrix, by (a).

For fixed n and k , we say the integer a is "attained" by a primitive matrix

C (or simply attained, if there is no reference to C ) if    Jj £

shift equivalent to C.

is algebraically

Proposition  4.3. Let   t,
< n - 1. The matrices

u,   and  v   be integers such that   0   <   t, u, v

t + (n
v -

\)u
B =

n-\-t

n - 1 - u
n - 1 - v

are algebraically strongly shift equivalent over Z.

(a) If n - 1 > \k\, then every algebraic shift equivalence class of KJ *

contains a primitive matrix of size 3.

(b) If k = n - 1, x -0, and n>3, then diag(«, k) is algebraically shift
equivalent to a primitive 3x3 matrix.

(c) An integer matrix
0 \-n

is SL(2, Z)-conjugate to one of the same

form for which 0 < x < n ; all of these except possibly diag(2, 1),
"6e+5   4<?+3

0    -6e-4.
diag(2úí, 1 - 2d), and id > 1  and e > 0), are alge-

braically shift equivalent to a primitive matrix of size 3.

Proof. There is a sequence of algebraic strong shift equivalences

0
0
0

t + in - \)u
u

v - u

n- 1
n- 1

0

t
u

V - u

B.

Deleting the second row and column from the second matrix yields A. Sub-

tracting (« - 1) times the first column of the third matrix from the second

column, and adding n - 1 times the second row to the first yields the second

matrix. Finally, B is obtained from the third matrix by subtracting the third

column from the second and adding the second row to the third.

(a) If k > 0, set u = 1 and v = k - I ; we observe that each such choice

forces P to be primitive for 0 < t < n - 2, t + in - \)u ranges over n - 1

consecutive values for x (in the matrices of the form A. As n - k < n - \,

all algebraic shift equivalence classes are obtained, by Proposition 1.7.

If k < 0, set v = 0 and u = -k ; for 0 < t < n - 2, the corresponding B 's

are all primitive. The ( 1, 2)-entry of A runs over n - 1 consecutive integers,

-kin - 1) + t. Now set v = 1 and u = —k + 1. Then for 0 < t < n - 1,
t+in- \)u runs over a set of n consecutive integers, which in combination with

the first choice yields a set of 2« - 1 consecutive integers. As 2n-\> n-k ,

all algebraic shift equivalence classes are realized by a matrix of the form B .

(b) Set u = 0, v = n — 1, and t = 1. We see that A is algebraically shift
equivalent to the diagonal matrix by Proposition 1.7, and the resulting matrix

B is primitive as n > 2.
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(c) First, set v = 0, and u = n - 1. We thus obtain n consecutive attainable

equivalence classes (modulo 2« - 1 ), {t + (n - 1)2}o<k/i-i • As (n - l)2 = n2

mod (2« - 1), the attainable set includes {t + n2)o<t<„-X.

Now suppose n — 2d, that is, n is even. Then n2 = d mod Ad-1. Thus the

integer interval [d, 3d - 1 ] is attainable. The attainable integers are invariant

under multiplication by 2 and -1 modulo 4d - 1. By considering the smallest

integer exceeding 0 that is not attainable, one shows easily that [1, 4d - 2]

consists of attainable integers.

If n = 2d + 1, then n2 = -d mod 4d + 1. Set

/ = {a € Z| \a\ < n, a is attainable}.

Then / is invariant under multiplication by -1, and contains the integer in-

terval [-d, d]. Define </>: R —> R by cj>(r) = 2« - 1 - r. We note that an
integer j is attainable if and only if <f>ij) is. If 3«/4 < j < 2d + 1, then

-1 < 4>U) < d, so / contains the interval [\\ri\, n]. Let K denote the set

K = {j e Z| 0 < j < n, j is not attainable}. Then K c [d + 1, \n], so

</>(.£) c [d - 1, 2d - 1]. Since cj>(K) n / is empty, it follows that r/j^) ç tf ç
[d + 1, I«] ; thus 4>\K) ç [ß? + 1, I«] for any positive integer /. However,

cj>(2-^+y) 2/1-1 2>>, so lim/ |0'(x) 2n-l I _ co when x ^ 2/1-1

If A^ is not empty, « = 2 mod 3, so n = 5 mod 6.

Hence

6<?+5   4e+3

0     -6<?-4
(the really obstinateBefore dealing with diag(2úf, 1 - 2d) and

cases), we dispose of two residual matrices.

Proposition 4.4. (a) All integer matrices whose nonzero eigenvalues are (2,1)

(with multiplicity one) are algebraically shift equivalent over Z to

10   0   1-
0    10    1
0   110

.10    10.

B =

(b) The matrix diag(2, -1) is algebraically shift equivalent over Z to

B

Proof, (a) Over Z, every matrix is algebraically shift equivalent to a nonsingu-

lar matrix; by Proposition 1.7, when the eigenvalues are 2 and 1, the matrix

is algebraically shift equivalent (even conjugate) to the diagonal matrix. So it

suffices to check that P has {2, 1,0,0} as its spectrum.

(b) We have a sequence of algebraic shift equivalences:

B

0
1
1

1
0
1

0

0
1

1
-1 1

0

Add the fourth column of P to its third, and subtract the third row from

the fourth; this yields the second matrix. Add its second column to its first,

and subtract the first row from the second; the third matrix results. Add the
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fourth row to the second and subtract the second column from the fourth; then

delete the second row and column, and out comes the size 3 matrix. Finally,

amalgamate columns one and two.

The following gruesome computation finishes the problem.

Lemma 4.5. The matrices diag(2i/, 1 and■2d)  (d> 1

are algebraically shift equivalent over Z to primitive matrices of size 4

6e+5   4e+3

0    -6e-4
(e>0)

Proof. If d is even, write it as d = 2k ; otherwise d = 2k + 1. The left
column in Illustration 1 deals with the case that d is even and describes a

series of algebraic strong shift equivalences from a size 4 primitive matrix to

a matrix which we shall show is algebraically shift equivalent to the diagonal

matrix. The right column implements a similar process when d is odd.

Illustration 1. Algebraic shift equivalences in Lemma 4.5.

1    k 3k - 1        0
10        1 4k-2
10       0 4k - 1
1    0 4k - 1       0

I
1    4k - 1    3k - 1        0
1    4k - 1        1        4k - 2
0       0-11

LO        0        4k-2    2-4ki

I
'4k   Ik-2   i4k-2)i4k- 1)'

0       -1 1
0    4/c - 2 2 - 4k

I
4k   lk-2-i4k-2)2i4k-\)
0 1-4Â:

-1 k + 1 3Â: - 1 1
1       0           1 4/t
1       0           0 4k + 1

.1       0 4k + 1 0

I
r 1    4k + 1    3k - 1       1   "

1    4k + 1        1 4k
0        0-11

L0        0 4k       -4k J

I
4k+ 2    Ik    l + (4fc)(4ifc+i;

0        -1 1
0        4k -4k

I
4k+ 2   lk-4k(\ + (4k+\)(4k))

0 -1-4AC

To get from the first to the second matrices, subtract the second row from the

third and fourth, and add the third and fourth columns to the second. Do the

obvious row and column operations to eliminate the second row and column,

to obtain the third matrices. From the third matrices, eliminate the third row

and column again with the obvious operation; this yields the fourth matrices.

One checks that the (1,2) entry of the size 2 matrices are divisible by 2« -

1 = 4d - 1 , which will conclude the proof for the case diag(2rf, 1 -2d).
Now write t = 6e + 4 = 2f and let a be an integer such that 0 < a < t ;

we will choose a suitable value for a . Consider the sequence of algebraic shift
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equivalences,

1 a t-a
1 0 1
1 0 0

Ll 0 t

0
t- 1

t
0

1    a   t-a
1    0      t

rl    t t-a
1    t t
0   0 0

L0   0 0

/+1
0

1   0
.0   0

0   1
t- 1

1
-t J

-t3 + 2t2 + t - a

t

0

0
t- 1

t
-t

\    t        t-a

1    t    t-t(t-l)
0   0 -/

Note that with our choice of values for a , the left matrix is primitive. Setting

t = 2f, then modulo 2« - 1 = 2t + 1 , we have -Û + 2t2 + t - a = 2f2 - a . If

/ is even, 2/2 = -f/2 = -in - l)/4 ; set a = (2« - 3)/3 - (n - l)/4. On the
other hand, if / = 2g + 1, then 2« - 1 = 8g + 5 and 2/2 - a = -5g - 3 - a
mod 8g + 5 ; set a = |(2« - 1) - 5g - 3 ; then 0 < a = ig + l)/3 < t.

In most of the cases, the constructions of this section yield primitive matrices

of minimum size in an algebraic shift equivalence class. In particular, for the

case of two positive eigenvalues, the constructions of 4.2-4.4 are optimal with

respect to size (see Corollary 5.1) and specifically, size 4 in Theorem 4.1 is least
possible.

5. Lower bounds on matrix sizes

What is the smallest size for a primitive matrix to realize a given algebraic

shift equivalence class (over the ring ¿ = Z )? In this section, we establish lower

bounds in special cases. Williams [W2] gave an example of a singular primitive

integer matrix not algebraically shift equivalent to a nonsingular primitive ma-

trix (also see [El], where a similar example with a stronger property is exhibited,

with a different end in view).

Our best results emanate from the conjugacy invariant discussed in [H3], and

mentioned en passant in [HI, p. 61]. Let A be an integral matrix of size n

whose spectral radius X is an integer and a simple root of the characteristic

polynomial of A . Let u and v be left and right unimodular eigenvectors of A

for X (a vector is unimodular if it consists of integers whose greatest common

divisor is 1). The function defined by ni A) - \u • v\ is integer-valued and

an invariant with respect to conjugacy by elements of GL(«, Z) (observe that

u and v are unique up to sign). If A is GL(«, Z)-conjugate to a primitive

matrix, then the Perron-Frobenius theorem forces ni A) > n .

Corollary 5.1. A diagonal integral matrix of rank 2 or more is not GL(-, Z)-

conjugate to a primitive matrix.

Proof. The value of 17 at a diagonal matrix is obviously 1.

The next, sharper constraint derives from the construction in [H3, Theorem

1.4].

Proposition 5.2. Suppose that A is an integral matrix whose spectral radius X is

an integer and a simple root of the characteristic polynomial xa ■ Let k denote
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the multiplicity ofO as a root of Xa > and suppose the size of A is n + k. Then A

is algebraically shift equivalent to a size n matrix B such that niA) < XkniB).

Proof. To begin, suppose that k = 1 . Then A is GL(« + 1, Z)-conjugate to
r r x i

a matrix where P has size n , B is algebraically shift equivalent to A ,

and the first column of B is the transpose of ( X 0 0 ■ • ■ 0 ). If uB = Xu

with ux as its first entry, then (Aw uxx)A = XiXu uxx). The right eigenvectors

of A and P are the first standard basis elements. Hence niA) < XniB). The

general case follows by induction on k .

Corollary 5.3. Any primitive integer matrix algebraically shift equivalent to either

diag(2, 1) or diag(2, -1) must be of size 4 or more.

Proof. Let A be the primitive matrix of size 2 + k and let P be the size

2 matrix obtained from Proposition 5.2. It follows from Proposition 1.2 and

Proposition 1.7 that as P is algebraically shift equivalent to one of diag(2, ±1)

and is of the same size, it must be GL(2, Z)-equivalent to it. Hence f/(P) = 1 .

By Proposition 5.2,
2 + k < niA) < 2kniB) = 2k ,

so k > 2.

Proposition 5.4. Let X be a positive integer and let B be an element of GL(/c, Z)

whose spectral radius is strictly less than X. If the matrix A = X® B is alge-

braically shift equivalent iover Z) to a primitive matrix of size k + 1 + m, then
Xm > k + 1 + m .

Proof. Suppose that C is a matrix of size k + 1 algebraically shift equivalent

to A . Then C is conjugate via GL(/c + 1, Z) to a matrix D =   k °   . As X

is not in the spectrum of B, an algebraic shift equivalence between A and D

involves an equation

0
U

0
u

where U belongs to GL(/c, Z) and commutes with B . Then Bx = Xx + Uv ,

so v = (P -X\)U~xx . By Proposition 1.1, D is conjugate to A . Thus //(C) =

niA) = 1, and Proposition 5.2 applies.

Example 5.5. Suppose that P in Proposition 5.4 is a cyclic permutation matrix

P. Fix X ; then m (the multiplicity of zero as an eigenvalue of the primitive

matrix) goes to infinity with k . On the other hand, if X > 3, the matrix

■x       0   0   ••■   0   0

is GL(« + 1, Z)-conjugate to a nonsingular primitive matrix (add the first col-

umn to each of the others, and subtract the other rows from the first).

Example 5.5 illustrates the constraints that the algebraic shift equivalence

class places on the size of an integral primitive matrix, for fixed nonzero spec-
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trum. We now consider primitive matrices algebraically shift equivalent (over

Z ) to nonsingular matrices of size 2.

Lemma 5.6. Let A be a singular primitive matrix of size 3 over Z that has trace

1. If any off-diagonal entry is zero, then A is strongly shift equivalent to

for an integer M.

Proof. Write A = (a(J), where axx = 1 and a22 = an = 0. If a2X = a2i = 0,
delete the second row and column, and we are done. We may assume that the

greatest common divisor of an and üí2 is 1 (if not, divide row three and

multiply column three by the greatest common divisor—this is a strong shift

equivalence of lag 1).

If a2X — 0 t¿ a23, computing the determinant, we deduce a23(<Z32 - aiXax2) =

0, so «32 = aiXax2. The greatest common divisor condition forces an = 1.

Now subtract ax2 copies of the first column from the second, and add the same

number of copies of the second row to the first; then delete the second row and

column. This yields the matrix Pai3+|W .

If a2X vanishes, we apply the same process to the transpose of A ; we note

that    J M   is strongly shift equivalent to its transpose. If «31 or a13 vanish, we

may reduce to the previous case by conjugating A with a permutation matrix.

Finally, we may assume that all of ax2, a2x, aXi, 031 are not zero but

üí2 — 0. The determinant being zero, a2i = 0 as well. Divide the second and

third rows by a2x, aXi respectively, and multiply the second and third rows

correspondingly. Then the second and third rows are equal, and we amalgamate

to obtain a matrix of the desired form.

The matrix
1 M

.1   0
is a companion matrix; hence if it has integer eigenval-

ues, it is conjugate to

equivalent to a diagona

n    1

0 l-i
In particular, it cannot be algebraically shift

matrix (as the eigenvalues are relatively prime).

Let B be a trace 1 matrix of size 2 that is not algebraically shift equivalent to

its companion matrix but is algebraically shift equivalent to a primitive matrix
A of size 3. By Lemma 5.6, A has only two zero entries (on the diagonal). In

particular, detailed computations can be used to show that each of the matrices

2 3
3 -1

5     3
0    -4

3     5
7    -2

Noteis not algebraically shift equivalent to a primitive matrix of size 2 or 3.

that the middle matrix is one of those dealt with in Lemma 4.5 (1? = 0).

One of the difficulties in using Theorem 3.1 is that we do not know enough

about starting the process. For example, over ¿ = Z, we have no results that

determine whether a matrix with irreducible characteristic polynomial is al-

gebraically shift equivalent to a primitive matrix. In particular, suppose that

A is size 2 with irrational eigenvalues and positive trace. If A has positive

determinant, then A is GL(2, Z) y-equivalent to a primitive matrix [BH]. If

the determinant of A is negative, we do not know if A is algebraically shift

equivalent to a primitive matrix at all (even though the companion matrix is
'2 3

automatically primitive). Specifically, we were not able to realize

as a primitive matrix.

above
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